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Table Top microMRI for Cell Imaging 

Current microMRI uses large superconducting magnets (> 7T) and can obtain a resolution 

of approximately 2 to 20 micrometers. However, microMRI systems cannot resolve cells or 

compete with optical techniques required for pathology and personalized medicine applications. 

Point-of-use hyperpolarization systems can provide both enhanced signal and contrast enabling 

microMRI of small samples such as tumor biopsies and patient derived organoids used for 

therapeutic evaluation. 

Here, I present the development of a novel table-top microMRI system that uses 

integrated point-of-use solid-state water-proton hyperpolarization systems that rely on 

spintronic concepts. The system operates at 135 mT with the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 

and ferromagnetic resonance (FMR)-based hyperpolarization systems running at ~6 MHz and ~10 

GHz, respectively. The hyperpolarizer operates at room temperature and low field and is much 

smaller and simpler than other existing hyperpolarization systems. The mode structure of the 

FMR film can be complex and needs to be understood to optimize spin transfer. I will discuss spin 

transport and spin-electrochemistry of ferromagnetic films interacting with proton spins in 

biologic solutions. The surface spin chemistry and transport is complex and the essential 

component of this technology. I will also discuss the design of micromagnets, compact gradients, 

FPGA based console, and compact microwave systems which are required to enable the 

fabrication of a low-cost small footprint table-top MRI. 
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